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Abstract
We study the maximum likelihood model in emission tomography and propose a new family
of algorithms for its solution, called String-Averaging Expectation-Maximization (SAEM). In the
String-Averaging algorithmic regime, the index set of all underlying equations is split into subsets,
called “strings,” and the algorithm separately proceeds along each string, possibly in parallel.
Then, the end-points of all strings are averaged to form the next iterate. SAEM algorithms with
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several strings presents better practical merits than the classical Row-Action Maximum-Likelihood
Algorithm (RAMLA). We present numerical experiments showing the effectiveness of the algorithmic scheme in realistic situations. Performance is evaluated from the computational cost and
reconstruction quality viewpoints. A complete convergence theory is also provided.

Index Terms
Emission tomography (ET), String-averaging, Block-iterative, Expectation maximization (EM)
algorithm, Ordered subsets expectation maximization (OSEM) algorithm, Relaxed EM, Stringaveraging EM algorithm.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm (see, e.g., [1, Chapter 7] or [2]) has become
a household tool for Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) in Emission Tomography (ET).
The original EM algorithm is simultaneous since when passing from a current iterate xk to the
next one xk+1 , all equations hai , xi = bi , i = 1, 2, · · · , m, in the linear system Ax = b of the
underlying problem are used. In contrast to this, there is the Row-Action Maximum Likelihood
Algorithm (RAMLA) (of Browne and De Pierro [3]) which is structurally sequential since
each iteration k involves only one equation ai(k) , x

= bi(k) , where i(k) is one of the

indices {1, 2, . . . , m} chosen at the k-th iteration, from the linear system of the underlying
problem. In-between these two structural extremes we have also a block-RAMLA structure
[3, Page 689] and the Ordered Subsets EM (OSEM) algorithm (of Hudson and Larkin [4]),
both allowing to process in each iteration a “block” (i.e., a subset) of the m underlying
equations, by applying to the equations of the block the simultaneous original EM iterative
step. Section III brings a deeper discussion on alternative methods and related works.
In this article we propose and experiment with a new variant of the EM algorithm which
uses String-Averaging (SA), thus we call the resulting algorithm the SAEM algorithm. In the
SA algorithmic regime the index set of the m underlying equations is again split into subsets,
now called “strings,” and from a current iterate xk the algorithm first proceeds sequentially
along the indices of each string separately (which can be done in parallel) and then the
endpoints of all strings are averaged to form the next iterate xk+1 . This is in stark contrast
with how the above mentioned OSEM and block-RAMLA treat the equations of a block.
Full details regarding the algorithm will be given on Section IV.
We advocate SAEM as a theoretically sound way to provide better quality in emission
tomography image reconstruction. In order to support our claims, simulation studies performed with the intention to evaluate image quality and computational effort are reported
on Section VI and a theoretical study of the convergence properties of the method can be
found on Section V. Next section introduces the fundamentals of the problem and Section VII
brings our concluding remarks.
II. ET IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION : THE PROBLEM , APPROACHES AND RELATED WORKS
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and Single Photon Emission Tomography (SPECT)
are ideal modalities for in vivo functional imaging. Thus, ET can be used to monitor the
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effects of therapy inside the living body or in oncological studies. The image reconstruction
problem in ET can be fully-discretized and modeled by a system of linear equations [13]:
Ax = b

(1)

n
m
n
where the measured data is b = (bi )m
i=1 ∈ R , the image vector is x = (xj )j=1 ∈ R , and

A is an m × n real matrix, and the problem is to estimate the image vector x from the
measured data b. Solution of this system by classical direct elimination methods will likely
be impractical because of the huge data and image dimensions, ill-posedness of A coupled
with noisy and/or incomplete data b, unstructured imaging matrix A, among several other
well-known reasons [13], [14].
Instead, iterative methods, especially the row-action methods such as the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) [20], [21], are usually applied for computationally efficient highquality reconstruction [19]. Iterative algorithms have been important in this field because of
their superior reconstructions over analytical methods in many instances, and their ability to
handle the very large and sparse data associated with fully-discretized image reconstruction,
see, e.g., [14], [15], [5], [16]. For reviews see, e.g., [17] and [18].
Another key advantage of iterative methods is their flexibility. For example, least-squares
and I-divergence optimization approaches are commonly used for image reconstruction. In
these approaches, the true image is estimated by the minimizer of an objective function, i.e.,
as a solution of a convex optimization problem. The least-squares functional is given by
1
LLS (x) := kb − Axk2 ,
2

∀x ∈ Rn .

(2)

ART is a prominent algorithm in this approach, which can be turned to be efficient for ET
[19] even though it was originally proposed for x-ray tomography [20], [21]. The I-divergence
(also called the Kullback-Leibler distance) functional is given by
m
X
bi
LKL (x) := I(b, Ax) =
+ ai , x − bi , ∀x ∈ Rn+ ,
(3)
bi log i
ha
,
xi
i=1
n
where the vector ai = aij j=1 is the transpose of the i-th row of A. From a statistical
perspective, the least-squares approach is equivalent to finding an image as the maximum
likelihood estimate from data with Gaussian noise, while the I-divergence approach does the
same with Poissonian noise.
For the image reconstruction problem in ET, the I-divergence approach is more appropriate because Poissonian noise is dominant. The following iterative Maximum Likelihood
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Expectation Maximization recursion, termed the MLEM (or the classical EM) algorithm, is
popular since the 1980s [11] for the minimization of (3):
xk+1
j

:=

1
xkj Pm
i=1

m
X

aij i=1

aij

bi
,
i
ha , xk i

for j = 1, 2, · · · , n.

(4)

It was first proposed independently by Richardson [22] and Lucy [23] and for that reason
is still known as the Richardson-Lucy (RL) algorithm in applications to astronomy and
microscopy. It was later rediscovered in [9] and in [10] by applying the general expectationmaximization (EM) framework from statistics [24], [25] to the ET reconstruction problem.
In addition to the above two approaches, there are those which utilize other Bregman
divergences (distances) and the Bayesian framework for image reconstruction [14], [13], of
which the above least-squares and I-divergence approaches are special cases. In fact, SAEM
can be readily generalized to cover these cases, because our analysis of convergence applies
to the minimization of a general convex function over the nonnegative orthant. However, the
experimental approach in this paper aims at early stopping coupled with a suitable criterion
as means of regularization, instead of the Bayesian viewpoint.
From yet another perspective, the image reconstruction task can also be viewed as a
convex feasibility problem (CFP) see [17]. Consequently the method based on projection onto
convex sets (POCS) provides significant inspiration when developing iterative reconstruction
algorithms, see, e.g., [14, Chapter 5] or [26]. There have been various iterative projection
algorithms based on different kinds of projections such as the Euclidean, oblique and Bregman
projections. Among them, the string-averaging projections (SAP) algorithmic scheme has
attracted attention recently since its presentation in [27]. Therefore, the present paper brings
an algorithmic bridge for this string-averaging scheme, going from the set theoretic to the
maximum likelihood framework.
III. EM- TYPE ALGORITHMS
A. The classical EM algorithm
i
For A, ai , b, and bi , as defined above for i ∈ I := {1, 2, · · · , m}, we define REM
:

Rn → Rn as the i-th row operator for the EM algorithm,
i
REM
(x) :=

bi
x.
hai , xi

(5)
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For any index subset B ⊆ I, let |B| denote the number of elements in B and let RB be the
averaging operator RB : R|B|×n → Rn defined componentwise as
X

1
aij yji , for j = 1, 2, · · · , n.
RB {y i }i∈B j := Pm i
i=1 aj i∈B

(6)

The classical EM algorithm and many of its variants for image reconstruction are simultaneous algorithms, see, e.g., [14, Section 1.3] on the classification of iterative algorithms
from the perspective of the algorithmic parallelization strategy. In pseudo-code, the classical
EM algorithm, that uses (4), is as follows:
Algorithm III.1. The Classical EM Algorithm
for k = 0, 1, · · ·
for i ∈ I
i
xk+1,i := REM
(xk ),

(7)

end

xk+1 := RI {xk+1,i }i∈I .

(8)

end
It first executes simultaneously (in parallel) row-action operations on all rows from the
same current iterate xk . Then the intermediate iteration vectors {xk+1,i }m
i=1 are combined by
the averaging operator RI to obtain the next iterate.
B. The Block iterative EM algorithm
The classical EM algorithm can be accelerated by its block-iterative version [4], [28],
[29]. A block-iterative version of a simultaneous algorithm, see [14, Section 1.3], employs
i
the algorithmic operators REM
and RB as the simultaneous algorithm does, but it first breaks

up the index set I = {1, 2, · · · , m} into “blocks” of indices so that for t = 1, 2, · · · , T , the
block Bt is a subset of I of the form

Bt := it1 , it2 , · · · , itm(t) .

(9)

with m(t) denoting the number of elements in Bt . The block-iterative version of the classical
EM algorithm works as follows.
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Algorithm III.2. The Block-Iterative EM Algorithm
for k = 0, 1, · · ·
t = t(k) ∈ {1, 2, · · · , T }

(10)

for i ∈ Bt
i
xk+1,i := REM
(xk ),

(11)


xk+1 := RBt {xk+1,i }i∈Bt .

(12)

end

end
At the k-th iteration, the active block Bt is determined by the control sequence t = t(k).
Then, for each block the algorithm performs a simultaneous step as if the classical EM
method was applied to this block alone and the iteration is updated. In the literature of
maximum likelihood reconstruction for emission tomography, block-iterative EM algorithms
are called “ordered-subsets EM” (OSEM) algorithms as they were named in the seminal work
of Hudson and Larkin [4].
C. EM-type algorithms with relaxation
The OSEM algorithm has an improved experimental convergence rate, but may not converge when the system (1) is inconsistent [3]. This can be resolved by introducing relaxation
as in the least-squares approach [39]. The first block-iterative EM algorithm with relaxation
is the “row-action maximum likelihood algorithm” (RAMLA) in [3]. After statistical study of
the noise propagation from the projection data to the reconstructed image, a modified version
of the RAMLA, called “dynamic RAMLA” (DRAMA), using variable relaxation parameters
with blocks, was proposed in [40]. A formula extending RAMLA and DRAMA was proposed
in [41] as follows,
k
t
xk+1 = xk − λk,t D(xk )∇LB
KL (x ),

(13)

t
where λk,t are stepsize parameters, ∇LB
KL is the gradient of the partial negative log-likelihood

t
LB
KL (x) :=

X
i∈Bt

bi log

bi
+ ai , x − bi ,
hai , xi

(14)
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and the pre-conditioner D is given by

D(x) := diag

xj
pj




|1≤j≤n ,

with positive constants pj > 0 . Possible choices of pj are
(
)
X
pj = max
aij ,
1≤t≤T

(15)

(16)

i∈Bt

or
Pm
pj =

i=1

aij

T

.

(17)

Convergence results established in [41] require that the following conditions are met:
m×n PT
t
Condition A: x0 ∈ Rn+ , b ∈ Rm
, t=1 LB
+ , A ∈ R+
KL (x) = LKL (x).


1
1
Condition B: rank W (x) 2 A = n, where W (x) 2 is the component-wise square root of
the diagonal matrix

W (x) = diag

bi
hai , xi2




|1≤j≤n .

(18)

This is equivalent to the strict convexity of the function LKL (x).
Condition C: 0 < λk,t ≤ λ, where λ is chosen such that


pj
λ < min P
| 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ t ≤ T ,
i
i∈Bt aj

(19)

and, denoting λk = λk,1 , such that
∞
X

λk = ∞;

∞
X
k=0

k=0

λ2k

< ∞;

∞
X

|λk − λk,t | < ∞;

(20)

k=0

λk,t
λk
→ 1; and
< constant.
λk
λk+1

(21)

The above assumptions on the relaxation parameters are very general and cover several
situations of interest [40], [36], [47], [48]. If each block size is one, i.e., each block corresponds to one equation, then by using (13) and (15), we get the relaxed row-action iteration
of RAMLA:
xk+1
j

=

xkj

aij
+ λk,i
pj




bi
− 1 xkj , for j = 1, 2, · · · , n.
i
k
ha , x i

(22)
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IV. T HE STRING - AVERAGING SCHEME
A. The string-averaging prototypical scheme
The string-averaging (SA) algorithmic regime was originally formulated in [27] in general
terms and applied there for solving the convex feasibility problem (CFP) with iterative
projection algorithms, see, e.g., [27], [49], [50]. In the string-averaging paradigm, the index
set I = {1, 2, · · · , m} is split into “strings” of indices. From the current iterate xk , certain
algorithmic operators (we shall call them step operators in the following) are applied sequentially along the indices of each string and the end-points of all strings are then combined by
an additional algorithmic operator (which we name the combination operator from now on)
to yield the next iteration vector.
To define SA algorithms precisely, the same decomposition as in (9) for the index set I is
utilized. The index set


St := it1 , it2 , · · · , itm(t) = its | 1 ≤ s ≤ m(t)

(23)

is now serving as the string of indices in the current context, for t = 1, 2, · · · , T . Viewed like
that, strings and blocks are just names for index subsets Bt ⊆ I or St ⊆ I for t = 1, 2, · · · , T .
Interleaving of strings and blocks is possible, leading to algorithms with a tree-like parallelism
structure, whose convergence properties can be almost directly devised from our analysis
below.
Let us consider a set Q ⊂ Rn and family of operators {Ri }m
i=1 mapping Q into itself, and
an additional operator R which maps QT (i.e., the product of T copies of Q) into Q. In the
SA paradigm these operators {Ri }m
i=1 are the step operators and the operator R serves as the
combination operator. The string-averaging prototypical scheme is as follows.
Algorithm IV.1. The String-Averaging Prototypical Scheme [27]
Initialization x0 ∈ Q is an arbitrary starting point.
Iterative Step Given the current iterate xk ,
(i) for all t = 1, 2, · · · , T , compute in parallel as follows: apply successively the step operator along the string St ,
t

t

t

xk+1,t := Rim(t) ◦ · · · ◦ Ri2 ◦ Ri1 (xk ),

(24)
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(ii) apply the combination operator

xk+1 := R {xk+1,i }Tt=1 .

(25)

For every t = 1, 2, ..., T , this algorithmic scheme first applies to xk successively the step
operators Ri whose indices i belong to the t-th string St . This can be done in parallel for all
strings because the jobs of going along each string from (one and the same current iterate)
xk to the end-point xk+1,t are independent. Then the combination operator R maps all endpoints onto the next iterate xk+1 . The iteration from xk to xk+1 is called one cycle of iteration,
whereas the iteration from xk to xk+1,t is called the t-th sub-iteration in the k-th cycle. Notice
that we can always obtain from this framework a fully-sequential algorithm by the choice
T = 1 and S1 = I or a fully-simultaneous algorithm by the choice T = m and St = {t},
t = 1, 2, · · · , T .
B. The string-averaging EM algorithm
Here we merge the string-averaging algorithmic structure describe above with the maximum
likelihood estimator in order to create the new string-averaging EM (SAEM) algorithm. To
this end we adopt the row-action operation of RAMLA as step operators (22), namely:


aij
bi
i
k
k
− 1 xkj , for j = 1, 2, · · · , n.
(26)
(Rλk,i (x ))j := xj + λk,i
i
k
pj ha , x i
To combine end-points of strings we use convex combinations, thus, our algorithm takes the
following form.
Algorithm IV.2. The String-Averaging-EM (SAEM)
Initialization Choose parameters pj , for j = 1, 2, · · · , n, and parameters λk,i . Choose
x0 > 0 as an arbitrary initial vector, construct a family of strings {St }Tt=1 ,
choose a weight system {wt }Tt=1 such that wt > 0 for all t = 1, 2, · · · , T ,
P
and Tt=1 wt = 1.
Iterative Step Given the current iterate xk ,
(i) for all t = 1, 2, · · · , T , compute (possibly in parallel) as follows:
apply successively the RAMLA row-action iterative step given by (26)
along the string St ,
t

t

t

xk+1,t := RSt (x) := Rim(t) ◦ · · · ◦ Ri2 ◦ Ri1 (xk ),

(27)
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where the dependence of each step operator in (27) on the relaxation
parameter λk,its , s = 1, 2, · · · , m(t) has been left out for clarity.
(ii) then combine the end-points by
xk+1 =

T
X

wt xk+1,t

(28)

t=1

using the weights system {wt }Tt=1 .
V. T HEORETICAL J USTIFICATION
In this section we provide a general justification for why SAEM algorithms present a convergent behavior. We base our proofs on the fact that the convex combination operator, used
in the averaging step, preserves certain asymptotic characteristics of the step operator and,
therefore, we can expect convergence whenever the step operator comes from a convergent
algorithm as is the case here.
Incremental algorithms [43], such as those used for the stringing by the step operator of
the SAEM algorithm satisfy an approximation given by
RSt (x, λ) = x − λD(x)∇LSt (x) + O(λ2 ),

(29)

according to Proposition V.3 below. In the current theory, the general form (29) allows us to
prove convergence under suitable hypotheses for non-averaged algorithms, mainly because
LSt = L and, therefore, for such iterations we have:
xk+1 = xk − λk D(xk )∇L(xk ) + O(λ2k ).

(30)

But any conclusion drawn from equation (30) should hold as well for a properly averaged
algorithm, by replacing L by the following L̃:
L̃(x) :=

T
X

wt LSt (x),

(31)

t=1

where wt > 0 are the weights. For the SAEM algorithm IV.2 with
xk+1 = xk − λk D(xk )∇L̃(xk ) + O(λ2k ).
If the strings St are pairwise disjoint and such that

ST

t=1

P

wi = 1, we have
(32)

St = {1, 2, . . . , m} and wt = 1/T ,

we have
xk+1 = xk −

λk
D(xk )∇L(xk ) + O(λ2k )
T

(33)
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for the averaged iteration, and convergence will be towards the optimizer of L̃ = L. In order
to make the discussion more precise, from now on we consider the following general form
of an averaging algorithm:
Algorithm V.1. General Averaging Algorithm
for k = 0, 1, · · ·
for t = 1, 2, . . . , T
xk+1,t := RSt (xk , λk ),
end
x

k+1

:=

T
X

ωt xk+1,t

t=1

end
By considering this algorithm we cope with step operators RSt of a rather general form,
but stick to the concrete realization of the combination operator. For this kind of iteration we
have the following result.
Proposition V.2. Suppose that ωt > 0 and

PT

t=1

ωt = 1 in Algorithm V.1, and that for every

t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T } the following equality holds for all k ≥ 0,

RSt (xk , λk ) = xk − λk D(xk )∇LSt (xk ) + O Γ(λk ) .

(34)


xk+1 = xk − λk D(xk )∇L̃(xk ) + O Γ(λk ) ,

(35)

Then we have

where L̃ is defined in (31).
Proof: The result is verified by observing that
x

k+1

=

T
X

ωt RSt (xk , λk )

t=1

=

T
X
t=1

ωt xk − λk D(xk )∇

T
X

ωt LSt (xk ) +

t=1


= xk − λk D(xk )∇L̃(xk ) + O Γ(λk ) ,

T
X


ωt O Γ(λk )

t=1

(36)
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where we have used the definition of the algorithm for the first equality, hypothesis (34) for
P
the second, and then applied Tt=1 ωt = 1, the definition of L̃, and a trivial property of the
O notation to obtain the third equation.
We now prove the claim that our stringing operators RSt do satisfy an equation such as (34)
with Γ(λk ) = λ2k , as long as Lipschitz continuity holds for each parcel of D(xk )LSt (xk ) used
during each stringing operation, according to the next statement.
Proposition V.3. Let LSt =

P

it

it

it

m(t)
i
St
◦ · · · ◦ Rλ2 ◦ Rλ1 (x), where each
i∈St L and R (x, λ) := Rλ

Rλi for i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m} is given by
Rλi (x) := x − λD(x)∇Li (x)

(37)

For k = 1, 2, · · · , denote
y k,0 := xk ,

(38)

it

y k,s := Rλsk (y k,s−1 ),

s = 1, 2, · · · , m(t),

xk+1,t := y k,m(t)
x

k+1

:=

T
X

(39)
(40)

ωt xk+1,t .

(41)

t=1
t

Assume that each D(·)∇Lij (·) is Lipschitz continuous with a Lipschitz constant M and
bounded by an upper bound N on the set {xk , y k,s }k∈N,s∈I , then the operator RSt satisfies
RSt (xk , λk ) = xk − λk D(xk )∇LSt (xk ) + O(λ2k ).

(42)

Proof: Unfolding of the definition of the operator leads to
St

k

k

R (x , λk ) = x − λk

m(t)
X

t

D(y k,s−1 )∇Lis (y k,s−1 ).

(43)

s=1

Consider the magnitude of the following difference,
k

k

St

k

 := D(x )∇L (x ) − λk

m(t)
X
s=1

t

D(y k,s−1 )∇Lis (y k,s−1 ),

(44)
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which we can estimate as follows,
k



=

m(t) 
X

its

k

k

D(x )∇L (x ) − D(y

k,j−1

its

)∇L (y

k,j−1

)



(45)

s=1

≤

m(t)
X

t

t

D(xk )∇Lis (xk ) − D(y k,j−1 )∇Lis (y k,j−1 )

(46)

s=1
m(t)

≤

X

M xk − y k,s−1 ,

(47)

s=1

where the first inequality follows from the triangular inequality, and the latter from Lipschitz
continuity. Now we notice that if s > 1, then
k

k,s

kx − y k = λk

s
X

j

D(y k,l−1 )∇Lit (y k,l−1 ) ≤ λk mN

(48)

l=1

because of the boundedness hypothesis. Putting (47) and (48) together leads to kk k ≤ λk K
for some large enough constant K, i.e., k = O(λk ). On the other hand, from (43) and (44)
RSt (xk , λk ) = xk − λk D(xk )∇LSt (xk ) + λk k ,

(49)

which implies the assertion, since λO(λ) = O(λ2 ).
We conclude by making the following connection.
Corollary V.4. Under the assumptions of Propositions V.3 and V.2, Algorithm V.1 satisfies,
for all k ≥ 0,
xk+1 = xk − λk D(xk )∇L̃(xk ) + O(λ2k ).

(50)

Proof: Use Proposition V.3 followed by Proposition V.2.
So far we have shown how the string averaged iteration approximates a scaled gradient iteration. From now on we study how to obtain convergence from these approximate
steps, which requires conditions on the sequence of parameters {λk } ⊂ R+ . We will need
P∞
k
k
k=1 λk = ∞ because we will usually assume some sort of boundedness on D(x )∇L(x )
and, consequently, we would never reach optimal points if they happen to be too far away
from the initial guess. On the other hand, if we do not impose λk → 0, the error O(λ2k ) in
the approximation does not necessarily vanish and will eventually dominate the computations
when kD(xk )∇L(xk )k becomes small. This must happen if we wish to converge to an optimal
point since a necessary condition on a solution x∗ for the non-negatively constrained problem
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is D(x∗ )∇L(x∗ ) = 0. We now show that, with no further hypotheses, at least one subsequence
generated by the algorithm is of interest.
We will need the following lemma to prove the next proposition.
Lemma V.5. (Lemma 2, [51]) Assume that {ek }, {νk } and {dk } are sequences of non-negative
numbers satisfying for all k ≥ 0,

ek+1 ≤ ek − νk dk
and that

P∞

k=0

(51)

νk = +∞. Then 0 is a cluster point of {dk }.

Proposition V.6. Suppose that the algorithm generating {xk }k∈N satisfies (50),

P

k∈N

λk =

∞, λk → 0+ , L̃ is smoothly differentiable and L̃(xk ) is well-defined. Assume also that
{xk } ⊂ Rn+ is bounded. Then either lim L̃(xk ) = −∞ (i.e., the sequence of objective values
is unbounded from below) or there is a subsequence lk such that
lim D(xlk )∇L̃(xlk ) = 0.

lk →∞

(52)

Proof: We first estimate how much does the objective function improve at each iteration.
By using (50) followed by a first-order Taylor expansion we get:


L̃(xk+1 ) = L̃ xk − λk D(xk )∇L̃(xk ) + O(λ2k )
= L̃(xk ) − λk ∇L̃(xk )T D(xk )∇L̃(xk ) + O(λ2k ).

(53)

Then we rewrite the above equality as the following inequality, holding for some M > 0, by
definition of O(λ2 ):
L̃(xk+1 ) ≤ L̃(xk ) − λk (∇L̃(xk )T D(xk )∇L̃(xk ) − M λk )

(54)

Now suppose that ∇L̃(xk )T D(xk )∇L̃(xk ) is bounded from below by a positive β. Then, for k
large enough, the factor between parentheses in the second term of (54) will be nonnegative,
satisfying the nonnegativity hypotheses of Lemma V.5. Therefore, if the sequence of objective
values is bounded from below, it follows from Lemma V.5 that there is a subsequence lk
such that

lim

k→∞

n
o
∇L̃(xlk )T D(xlk )∇L̃(xlk ) + O(λlk ) = 0.

(55)
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Because λk → 0+ , we have
lim ∇L̃(xlk )T D(xlk )∇L̃(xlk ) = 0.

k→∞

(56)

Consequently, for each j = 1, 2, · · · , n,
lk



lk

lim Dj (x ) ∂j L̃(x )

2

lk →∞

= 0.

(57)

By the boundeness assumption, we can assume that, with the same subsequence {lk },
lim D(xlk ) = d,

lk →∞

for some d ∈ Rn×n . Hence, we obtain, for each j = 1, 2, · · · , n,
2
2 
∂j L̃(xlk ) = djj · 0 = 0.
lim Dj (xlk )
lk →∞

(58)

(59)

Therefore, for each j = 1, 2, · · · , n,
lim Dj (xlk )∂j L̃(xlk ) = 0,

k→∞

(60)

from which the conclusion follows.
In particular, if it is known beforehand that L̃ is bounded from below, then we have shown
that the algorithm does provide, at least, a useful subsequence. This is likely to be the case,
since in real optimization problems (like in tomographic reconstruction), one will not be able
to obtain an unboundedly good solution. Using the above result with some further assumptions
(which include strict convexity) we obtain the following global convergence result.
Corollary V.7. Suppose that the assumptions of Propositions V.3 and V.2 hold, assume also
that L̃ is smoothly differentiable and strictly convex and that L̃(xk ) is well-defined and that
{xk } ⊂ Rn+ is bounded. If L̃(xk ) converges, then the sequence generated by Algorithm V.1
converges to the solution of
min

x∈Rn
+

L̃(x).

Proof: If {xk } is bounded then we may assume, without loss of generality, that the
subsequence which we have proven to exist in Proposition V.6 is convergent, say xlk → x∗ .
If x∗ ∈ Rn+ and L̃ is convex, then D(x∗ )L̃(x∗ ) = 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition
for x∗ to be an optimal solution of problem (61).
By continuity, because L̃(xlk ) converges, it must converge to L̃(x∗ ). Therefore, the objective
value at every accumulation point of {xk } equals L̃(x∗ ). However, since we assumed that L̃
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is strictly convex, this reasoning implies that all accumulation points of the bounded sequence
{xk } are the same, namely x∗ . Thus, we have proven that xk → x∗ .
We now remove some of the hypotheses used in the last corollary by referring to works
available in the literature. This leads to our main result, stated below.
Theorem V.8. Assume that all components of x0 ∈ Rn+ are positive, 0 < λk ≤ λ for some
P
P∞ 2
suitably small λ > 0, ∞
λ
=
∞
and
k
k=0
k=0 λk < ∞. Then, if L is the negative Poisson
log-likelihood and if L̃ is strictly convex, then the sequence generated by Algorithm V.1
converges to the solution of (61).
Proof: Boundedness of {xk }, for small enough λk , is a consequence of [3, Proposition
1]. Convergence of L̃(xk ) may then be obtained by assuming that D(x)∇L̃(x) is Lipschitz
P
2
continuous on the closure of the convex hull of the iterates and that ∞
k=0 λk < ∞, as in
[36, Lemma 3]. Furthermore, we see that, if λk ≤ λ for some suitably small λ > 0, it is
possible to adapt the ideas leading to [41, Corollary 1] to our case, yielding the conclusion
that D(x)L̃(x) is Lipschitz continuous within the closure of the convex hull of the iterates
(and subiterates) of the averaged algorithm (V.1). Therefore, since L̃ is naturally bounded
from below, we can apply Corollary V.7.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL WORK
This section is devoted to the experimental setup we have used in order to test the practical
usefulness of SAEM algorithms and the results obtained. We will base our conclusions in
two different figures of merit, the first is the squared error from the ground truth image, and
the second being a Total-Variation based analysis, which puts on firmer grounds our claims
about image quality. In what follows we provide a detailed description of the experimental
setup. Subsection VI-A will report the experimental results.
There are certain sources of pseudo-randomness in the numerical experiments we have
performed, such as the choice of strings and the noise simulations, but the presented results are
representative of the typical situation, as we have noticed little deviation from this behavior
from one run to another of the experiments. Moreover, to enable any interested reader to
reproduce our research, the full source code of the numerical algorithms used in this paper
is available upon request.
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a) Data Generation: In our simulated studies we used the modified Shepp-Logan head
phantom [9] in order to compare the quality of images reconstructed by RAMLA and SAEM.
Let us define the so-called Radon transform R[f ] of a function f : R2 7→ R:
Z

R[f ](θ, t) :=
f t(cos θ, sin θ)T + s(− sin θ, cos θ)T ds.
R

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the basic geometry of the Radon transform.
The Shepp-Logan phantom is shown, together with its sinogram, i.e., its Radon transform
presented as an image in the θ × t coordinate system.
We have used a parallel beam geometry where the samples were measured at the pairs (θ, t)
in the set {θ1 , θ2 , . . . θv }×{t1 , t2 , . . . , tr } where θi = π(i−1)/v and tj = −1+2(j −1)/(r−1)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ v and 1 ≤ j ≤ r. That is, we uniformly sample the Radon transform on the
box [0, π) × [−1, 1]. Data was generated as samples of a Poisson random variable having as
parameter the exact Radon transform of the scaled phantom:

bi ∼ P oisson κR[f ](θvi , tri ) , 1 ≤ i ≤ vr,

(61)

where vi is one plus the largest integer smaller than (i − 1)/r, ri = i − r(vi − 1), and where
the scale factor κ > 0 is used to control the simulated photon count, i.e., the noise level.
We will also denote the vector b† as the one with ideal data: b†i = κR[f ](θvi , tri ). In these
studies, we have used v = 288 and r = 256 in order to reconstruct images consisting of
256 × 256 pixels.
We also experiment using data from a human cardiac SPECT study. In this set of experiments, the data set had v = 60 and r = 64 and we reconstructed images with 64 × 64 pixels.
No attenuation correction has been applied to the data.
b) String Selection and Weights: We denote by SAEM-T an SAEM algorithm with T
strings, and the strings were built by randomly shuffling the data and then partitioning it in
T contiguous chunks of uniform size, each of which would become a string. It was done like
that for two reasons. First, it is often recognized that a random order performs as well, if
not better, than most other of practical viability in sequential algorithms. Second, this avoids
unfair comparisons that could arise from specific choices of subsets, which could possibly
be more suitable to one EM variant than to others.
We wanted to keep the classical maximum likelihood model, so we used non-weighted
averaging, that is ωi = 1/T . More sophisticated weight selection schemes are conceivable,
but this subject is beyond the scope of the present paper.

R[
f]

(θ ,

t)
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Fig. 1.

Left: schematic representation of the Radon transform. In the definition, θ is the angle between the normal to the

integration path and the vertical axis, while t is the displacement from origin of the line of integration. Right: Image of the
Radon transform of the image shown on the left in the θ × t coordinate system.

c) Scaling Matrix: In the algorithms we use, the scaling matrix D(x) is a diagonal matrix
with non-zero elements given by xj /pj for a fixed, but unspecified, set of weights pj > 0. We
P
have chosen pj = ni=1 aij . Several other forms where possible, including some dependent
on the particular method being used, but we chose to keep the experiments understandable
and to have a uniform treatment among the algorithms, rather than to complicate the results
introducing another varying parameter.
d) Stepsize: We are required to determine the nonsummable stepsize sequence {λk } ⊂
R+ . We use the rule, for SAEM-T :
λk =

λT0
,
k 0.51 /T + 1

(62)

where λT0 was selected as the largest value for which SAEM-T would not lead to negative
values in the first iteration. This technique for the starting parameter leads to the fastest
possible convergence in terms of objective function decrease, and the scaling by the inverse
of the number of strings accounts for the 1/T factor, caused by the averaging, in (33). Figure 2
shows that this is indeed a well balanced parameter rule, because it leads all SAEM variations
to have similar log-likelihood values at any time point, as long as all the strings can be run
simultaneously in hardware. It can also be seen that this behavior remains consistent under
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several noise regimes. This same kind of plot is shown in the left-hand side of Figure 6
for the, smaller, real data example, where the comparison is no longer as balanced, because
parallelism overhead does not pay off with small images, but in this case computation time
is negligible anyway.
e) Starting Image: Initial guess for the algorithms was a uniform image with an expected
photon count equal to the data. That is, x0j = α where α is such that
m
m
X
X
0
(Ax )i =
bi .
i=0

(63)

i=0

The value of α can be easily obtained as α =

Pm

i=0 bi /

Pm

i=0 (A1)i ,

where 1 is the vector

whose components are all equal to 1.
A. Image Reconstruction Analysis
Figure 2 shows that all SAEM-T algorithms present similar convergence speeds when
measured as the ratio of objective function decrease and computation time. It is widely
recognized, however, that log-likelihood cannot be used as an image quality measure because
over-fitting the image to the data will amplify high frequency components of the noise. This
leads to the need for other ways of assessing reconstruction quality.
In the simulated studies, we make use of the mean squared error, which requires full
knowledge about the ideal sought-after image:
M SE(x) :=

kx − x† k22
,
kx† k22

(64)

where x† is the noise-free discretization of the Shepp-Logan head phantom, properly scaled
by κ. Another functional we have used to measure image quality was the Total Variation:
r1 X
r2 q
X
T V (x) :=
(xi,j − xi,j−1 )2 + (xi,j − xi−1,j )2 ,
i=1 j=1

where r1 r2 = n and we use the convention xi,j = xi(r2 −1)+j for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r1 } and
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r2 } with the boundary condition x0,k = xk,0 = 0. Unlike the M SE, the Total
Variation alone cannot be used as a measure of image quality. However, given two images of
piecewise constant emission rates with the same Poisson likelihood, the one with the smaller
Total Variation is more likely to have better image quality. Since neither the log-likelihood
nor the Total Variation require knowledge of the ideal image, the combination of both can
be used also in the evaluation of the SPECT reconstruction.
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Fig. 2. Convergence speed of several SAEM variations under different noise condition. From top left in clockwise direction:
0.00%, 3.96%, 7.94% and 25.03% of relative noise kb − b† k/kb† k. Notice that if up to Tmax strings can be run in parallel,
then at any given time point, SAEM-T has similar log-likelihood values for T = 1, . . . , Tmax . Running time was estimated
by accumulating high-definition clock information of iteration computation, ignoring input/output time.

Figure 3 shows plots of both figures of merit as functions of the log-likelihood for one of
the simulated experiments. On the left we have M SE and on the right T V . The remarkable
feature of these plots is the fact that the quality of the image obtained by SAEM-T , at
any given fixed likelihood level is an increasing function of T , the number of strings. This
behavior is unaltered as we vary the noise level. Notice the same effect in the T V versus
LKL curve shown in the graphic at the right of Figure 6, and that the difference in the Total
Variation translates into significant visual improvement in the real data study (Figure 7), even
more than it does in the simulated case (Figures 4 and 5).
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Fig. 3. Relative squared error and Total Variation as functions of the log-likelihood for iterations of SAEM variants. Notice
that both the relative error and the Total Variation values, for a fixed likelihood level, are decreasing functions of the number
of strings. The solid vertical lines show the log-likelihood level of the images of Figure 4.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented the new String-Averaging Expectation-Maximization family of algorithms. The theoretical convergence properties of the method were studied and experimental
evidence was provided of the technique’s suitability for good quality reconstruction in realistic
settings.
The theory we have developed here can handle more general regularized objective functions, but SAEM algorithms are specially attractive to early stopping, as they can achieve
a better balance between smoothness and adherence to the data than traditional techniques
currently used in tomographic scanners.
Future work could focus on comparative evaluation of SAEM against other paradigms,
such as OS-EM or block-RAMLA, in light of the T V versus LKL plots, which we have
shown to be useful to assess image quality. It is potentially worth investigating a posteriori
stopping criteria based on such plots, in the spirit of the L-curve [6].
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Details of reconstruction obtained by RAMLA (left) and SAEM-6 (right). Both images where these details taken

from have, up to linear interpolation errors, the log-likelihood level indicated by the solid vertical lines in Figure 3. It is
noticeable that the smaller Total Variance is reflected in both smoother large areas and better resolved sharp transitions. The
horizontal solid colored lines show where the profiles of Figure 5 where taken from.
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